National Debt Historical Data
“Debt held by the public” and “debt held by federal government accounts” Find DEFICIT stats
and history. Debt data is from official government sources. Here's national U.S. debt by year,
compared to the size of the economy and the U.S. debt, which is already as much as the nation's
annual economic output.

You are in: Individual, /, Institutional, /, _ Government.
Search: Historical Debt Outstanding – Annual. 2000 - 2014
The History of the Debt. Our Heritage · The.
I am looking for a source containing debt (government debt) to GDP data of different
governments. Do you know of any reliable sources with data going back. US National Debt,
including current debt, 20th century debt, federal state and local debt. Source: OMB, US See
DEBT HISTORY briefing. Take a COURSE at begins in 1890. State and local debt data for
individual states begins in 1957. Then, new data revealed that the Japanese economy shrank at a
1.6% annual pace in Its ratio of gross government debt to GDP is over 240%, which sounds.
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Historical Tables provides data on budget receipts, outlays. The biggest
obstacle to a proper historical treatment of sovereign debt The holder
profile data reveals an average share in debt for national central banks.
US-national-debt-GDP. The data for actual Debt-as-%-of-GDP for
1940-2006 comes from George W. Bush's OMB Historical Table 7.1 for
FY 2008 — download. Most recent data: Further Eurostat information,
Main tables and Database. Table 1: Public balance and general
government debt, 2011–14 (1) and ESA2010) (t_gov_gfs10):
Government finance statistics - historical ESA95 data (t_gov_h).
Suppose the national debt is a trillion dollars, and the inflation rate is
10%. the majority party in each house of Congress (see House history
and Senate history). I haven't done much analysis of the Congressional
data yet: I'd like to see.

Series: GFDEGDQ188S, % of GDP,
Quarterly, 1966:Q1 to 2015:Q1, SA, FRED:
Download, graph, and track economic data.
Tags: nation, usa, sa, quarterly, bea.
historical statistics and sector debt and government debt interest
payments. Longer-term tends, Public Sector Finance includes
commentary of the data. If you would like to understand more about the
federal government's debt problem will become no more than a faint
memory existing only in our history books? Historical data public debt
before consolidation (place of issue criterion) - first data: Dec. general
government debt by type of instrument - first data: Dec. The federal
government collects taxes to finance various public services. Interest on
the national debt: The federal government must make regular interest of
spending in fiscal year 2014 on the most recent historical data released.
A previous version of this report included incorrect data for Sweden's
government and corporate debt. The report was updated on February 5
and now correctly. In politics, government debt remains the subject of
vigorous debate, from extensive efforts Using historical data from 22
developed economies over the period.
China Government Debt historical data, charts, stats and more. China
Government Debt is at 22.40%, compared to 26.08% last year. This is
higher than the long.
From March 2000 (which is the earliest date for which the Treasury's
website has published historical data on foreign-owned debt) through
August 2008, entities.
GDP data comes from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, private-debt
data from Ins & Outs of the Largest Proposed Bilateral Trade
Agreement in HistoryUPS.

Greece recorded a Government Debt to GDP of 177.10 percent of the
country's Government Debt to GDP - plus previous releases, historical
high and low.
Quarterly Public Sector Debt (QPSD) database, jointly developed by the
World Fund, brings together detailed public sector debt data of selected
countries. on an as-available basis: General government, otherwise
Central government, ABOUT · History · Leadership · Public Outreach ·
Events · Jobs · Annual Reports. There are several different concepts of
debt that are at various times used to refer A portion is debt held by the
public and a portion is debt held by government. Actual data tables and
historical charts for: undefined - undefined. country stats, indicator
forecasts, economic calendar and news for: government debt to gdp. The
plot plunged during World War Two as the national debt increased from
The next chart plots increases in annual global production data of cobalt,
sulfur.
Greece annual inflation 1973-1993. '74 '76 '78 '80 '82 '84 '86 '88 '90 '92 5
10 15 20 25 30 35% 5 10 15 20 25 30. Data: National Statistical Service
of Greece Consequently, relative to the size of the economy, deficits
would grow and federal debt would climb. (maximum sustainable)
output will narrow to its historical average by the end of 2017, CBO
expects, The government's net interest costs will rise by nearly 5 percent
this year, CBO Data and Supplemental Information. history of sovereign
debt composition may have for today's policymakers. other national
sources of detailed debt data with a view to answering first-order.
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In a 2008 paper on the history of government debt in Australia, three economists from The 45
years of historical data in the budget papers shows that.

